
 

 

 

Sunday in Cape Town...break out the shorts and flip flops. 

I’m preparing for a royal visit and the house is very spick and a little span and I’m collecting my 
wife from the airport on Thursday. 

This week we have the tale of two ipods.  Last year I proved comprehensively that dropping an 
ipod down the toilet is sure to mess it up.  So I bought a new one.  This week I proved 
comprehensively again that if you put a replacement ipod in a washing machine it will also break 
it.  They should make a waterproof ipods for fools like me.  But there is good news…and for the 
grammar Nazis, I know I started this sentence with a conjunction…and it’s below. 

I am in sport heaven.  England are through to Rio and yesterday Western Province beat The 
Lions and we’re all off to Newlands next Saturday for the final…always assuming I can get a 
ticket as my season ticket doesn’t apply to finals. 

We’re scheduling an SDI programme in Johannesburg for early December and it’s part of our 
marketing push for the product.  Colleagues in Jo’burg should get in touch. 

Lastly…the air con is installed and I’ve been might impressed by the contractor.  If anyone in CT 
is looking for an air con guy then I know just the man. 

Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn 
and re-tweet. 
 
Have a good one  
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I couldn’t in all conscience buy another ipod just so that I could find artistic ways to drown it but I don’t need to.  

After a little hunting I’ve found two apps that work on my S3 phone which do everything I need for listening to 

music and downloading podcasts.  I commend Double Twist and Doggcatcher to you if you want to replicate the 

functionality of an ipod on your phone.  In fact in some cases these work better than an ipod.   Smartphones are 

now beginning to replace a whole lot of other items and they do make the upfront investment definitely worth it. 

CHISINAU, Moldova (AP) — A cat has been busted for smuggling pot into a prison in Moldova. 

Guards became suspicious about the feline, which routinely entered and left the prison through a hole in a fence, 

when they noticed its odd collar. On closer inspection, they found two packets of marijuana attached to it. 

The Department of Penitentiary Institutions said Friday that someone in the village of Pruncul was using the cat as 

a courier to supply inmates with dope at the local prison. 

Whoever the human was, this wasn't a first regarding cat couriers at lockups. 

In June, guards caught a cat carrying cellphones and chargers taped to its belly to inmates in Penal Colony No. 1 

near the city of Syktyvkar in northern Russia. 
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Credit control 

I got a phone call this week just two days after the electrical work had been done on my air-
conditioning installation and before the units had even been switched on and commissioned.  It 
was from the contractor asking in a very unpleasant tone for payment. 
 
If I could persuade all my clients to pay me within 48 hours I’d be in credit heaven.  I’ve got guys 
who think that 48 days is prompt payment. 
 
I explained to the gentleman concerned that I would pay the bill when I was sure everything 
worked fine...and I paid it yesterday...5 days after the work was done. 
 
What annoyed me most was his snotty attitude and to be charitable I put it down to his Afrikaans 
accent and that he didn’t have English as his native language.  Nonetheless I won’t be using him 
again...so he’s lost me as a lifetime client and all the people to whom I could recommend him. 
 
Collecting money from clients is notoriously difficult and I agonise over the right tone to take to 
remind people that the money is due.  Taking a few moments to put some words together in an 
email to make the point without antagonising people is the objective. 
 
If you wish to retain a slow payer then finding the right words is very important.  Of course, if you 
want to say “goodbye” to the client then feel free to be as rude as you like! 
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Price rises 

I was in conversation with a colleague this week about a contractor who’d just been sent a note 
with T&Cs attached from a contractor for a price rise of 67%. 
 
In thinking through a response I now believe the right behaviour is to send a purchase order with 
T&Cs attached for a new price which represents a 67% reduction. 
 
Now we can have a proper negotiation…is it 67% up or 67% down! 
 
How the supplier ever thought that by merely sending an email and a new invoice price they 
would drive through such an increase beggars belief.  It does tell you, though, how much they 
value the relationship…or more to the point…how much they don’t value the relationship. 
 
I hope that they video the upcoming negotiation because I would certainly like to watch the 
supplier trying to drive in the increase.  Get the popcorn! 
 
Prices do have to go up occasionally but there are proper ways to do it…and this wasn’t one of 
them. 
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